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The KitCore Difference 

 

Celliant, who is the main material supplier of many known brands, relies on technology that is dependent on 

thermoreceptors (a specified form of mechanoreceptors) which are specifically stimulated by either heat or cold.   

Stimulation of these receptors activates areas of the brain to stimulate a response that typically increases blood 

vessel dilation, increasing blood flow to the desired or affected area.  While effective, this method is limited in 

comparison to utilizing a much greater quantum of mechanoreceptors as is found in the KitCore Lab’s Organic 

Bioenergetic Process.    

 

More than Thermoreceptors:  

The brain and body communicate through a series of five distinct receptors:  

 

1. Mechanoreceptors  2. Thermoreceptors  3. Pain Receptors 

4. Visual Receptors   5. Chemoreceptors 

 

Mechanoreceptors are the most common throughout the human body, not thermoreceptors. Together, the 

functionality of all five types of receptors add up to how strong and fast you perform on a day-to-day basis. This 

is your body’s Central Integrative State.  Kit Core’s technology works through all five types of receptors, not just 

one.   

 

The KitCore Labs technology centers on the concept of field intensity (also known as amplitude or flux density), 

a quantitative description of an electromagnetic field that depends on current flow and direction producing a 

therapeutic effect on the human body at certain levels.  Unlike Celiant, our technology is not solely dependent on 

temperature fluctuation to active neuro receptors.  Our technology focuses on freeing electrons with the intent of 

increasing negative ions in a manner that improves your Central Integrative State.  

Independent study: Celiant vs KitCore Labs 

 
Sample 1: Celiant fabric 
Sample 2: Celiant fabric infused by KitCore Labs 
 

KitCore Lab’s bioenergetic process is comparable 
and in other studies proven greater than Celiant 
in Area and Average Intensity, suggesting a 
greater number of electrons emitted and 
available to react with the body. 
Full study available in KitCore’s flash drive/ 
Reference Studies.  
 
Gaétan Chevalier, Ph.D., Jessica Luibrand, BS, CCT, CCTT.  

ORP, pH, and GDV measurements Celliant fabric treated with 

KitCore Enhancement 2/25/15 Psy-Tek Labs Encinitas, CA. 
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The electromagnetic applications inside KitCore Labs’ bioenergetic process functions at a field strength hundreds 

of thousands of times weaker than fields applied to FDA-approved transcranial magnetic stimulation systems 

(TMS) and diagnostic resonance imaging (MRI) systems.  This low frequency allows activation by more receptors 

and thus greater increase in beneficial therapeutic effect.   

 

New research shows that electrons do not spin around the nucleus of an atom as previously thought, instead they 

behave more like waves.  The low-level frequencies used by KitCore Labs influences these waves to achieve a 

permanent increase in receptor response. Our technology influences and utilizes thousands of receptors to 

help activate the mind-body biofeedback mechanisms releasing many more electrons due to our receptor nature.   

 

More electrons → More Negative Ions = Greater well-being in almost every aspect of health. 

 

This is the principle of the "biological windows", a concept developed by Dr. Ross Adey who  discovered a range 

of electromagnetic frequencies to which the body responds more readily and very positively. This principle can 

likewise be applied to field intensity.   

 

There is a specific "biological window" of electromagnetic intensity to which the human body responds quite 

well for healing, stress reduction, enhanced oxygen delivery and overall health benefits.  

 

Research has proven the principle of this biological window in relation to electromagnetic field intensity… 

showing that human cells most readily express a cell-preserving gene, heat shock protein 70 (hsp70), at a field 

intensity less than 10 mT.  

 

KitCore Labs' bioenergetic process utilizes extremely low field intensities that are able to communicate most 

effectively with the cell membrane. The result is the best possible wellness effect for all 75 trillion cells of the 

body.   

 

Ultimately, it can be said that the native language of the human cell, from an electromagnetic perspective, is a 

subtle whisper. 

 

● Better Blood Flow   ● Better Sleep     ● Reduced Inflammation 

● Less Body Pain   ● More Strength    ● Greater Flexibility   

● Faster Recovery   ● Quicker Reaction Time   ● More Endurance 

● Better Sustain Hydration  ● Better Balance    ● Elevated Well-Being 
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